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Success Super Hero:  Work/Life Balance 

Course Outline 

“Never run out of time or money:  formula for the perfect work/life balance” 

Speaker:  Regina P. Brown 

Summary 

Realtors® often feel overwhelmed because careers overlap considerably with personal 
life.  Striking the perfect work/life balance is challenging.  This course, which tackles 
one of the hottest topics in real estate, offers 7 strategies to achieve work/life 
balance, along with detailed solutions for implementing immediately.  Participants 
can enjoy a higher quality of life while achieving career success. 

Learning Objectives 

Upon completing this course, participants will: 

 Understand why work/life balance seems out of whack 

 Be equipped to make changes 

 Take away 7 tools to implement immediately 

 Be mentally prepared to shift their time management focus 

 Enjoy life more, thriving in their career with less stress 

Introduction 

Once your work day gets scheduled, do personal errands interrupt?  Do work phone 
calls disturb your family dinner?  Stop chasing that elusive work/life balance.  Learn 7 
tried-and-true life hacks that get you back on track! 

Life is messy, isn’t it!  We wish our life could fit into neat little categories like this; 
But instead it ends up looking like this:  overflowing onto each areas or a piece 
missing!  The pie of life. 
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The 7 Secrets to Success 

1) Delegate (double yourself) 

a. Outsourcing 

b. Licensed or not? 

c. The 5 D steps (do it, demo, delegate, document, direct) 

2) Schedule 

a. Make a daily list each night 

b. Designate days/times (routines) 

c. Accomplish money-making activities each day 

d. Time management 

3) Prioritize 

a. Urgent/important quadrant 

b. Single task & focus rather than multi-task 

c. Remember what’s most important 

4) Control / limit the flow of media / set boundaries 

a. Don’t overcommit 

b. Learn to say NO nicely 

c. Eliminate toxic people who suck up your time & energy 

5) Be Flexible 

a. Allow 20% of time for unexpected events or overruns 

b. “Resting” is an activity too! 

c. It’s not what happens to you, it’s how you handle it 

6) Set SMART Goals 

a. EDD – Every Day Discipline 

b. Short term vs. long-term goals 

c. How do you eat an elephant? 

7) Enjoy Life! 

a. It’s a journey 

b. At the end of your life, what do you wish you would have done more of? 

c. Quality over quantity 

Conclusion 

 Review Take-Aways 

 Formulate Action Plan 

 Thank you 

 Prize Drawing 


